
Module 5-Task 1-Hyperlinked Text-UP 

PITCHING IDEAS 

A shortened version of a text on CC licence taken from this page: Pitching Ideas 

Mark Poepsel 

To pitch a journalism or media product is to make the case for your idea to an individual or 
group in exchange for financial or some other kind of support.  

Pitching is a dynamic process that requires you to be of two minds. On the one hand, you need 
to believe in the value of your idea and in your team’s ability to make it viable. On the other 
hand, you must also demonstrate a capacity for change and perseverance as your idea evolves 
over time in response to feedback from potential customers and investors. Your pitch must 
demonstrate that you have a great product idea, that you have done market and competition 
research, and that you are willing and able to scrap key features, even ones you love, if feedback 
from customers or investors makes it necessary. Developing a pitch is more than coming up 
with a great idea for a media product and shopping it around to investors. It involves ideation, 
key feature identification and testing, market research, design and branding work, redesign, and 
pitch performance practice. At the heart of the pitch is your promise to develop a successful 
product, even though you may not yet know all of the variables that will influence its success. 

Let’s freeze the conversation for a second for students who are not necessarily interested in 
being entrepreneurs. “Why should we study ideation, research, project management, and 
pitching?” You should study this because every job involves pitching. Journalists make story 
pitches every day and to a growing extent they are expected to provide evidence of engagement 
on previous similar stories to justify their pitch. For example, they may need to pull data from 
CrowdTangle or Chartbeat to show that stories about a particular bridge under construction 
garner a lot of attention and engagement. Stories may not seem sexy at first, but engagement 
numbers can help a journalist close the deal. 

If nothing else, you will need to pitch yourself and your skills on the job market. If you treat 
your career search as a product to be managed, you will ideate potential outcomes in terms of 
workplace, location, and job description. You will go into job interviews with a well-researched 
plan, good-looking supplementary materials including your resume website, and you will know 
what the competition looks like. You need to understand what your “key features” are as a 
potential employee. You can refine those and present them well and find a good market fit for 
the product, i.e. your professional labor. 

Studying how to ideate and to pitch is also fun. It’s not a lecture series or a knowledge dump. 
It’s a guided tour through a process of self discovery, group relationship building, and global 
market awareness. Even if you never take your own new endeavor to market, learning how to 
ideate and to pitch could and should change your life. 



Pitching can happen formally or informally. An elevator pitch, a short two- or three-sentence 
description of your idea, is a pitch format you might use to describe your project to a stranger 
in casual conversation or to a potential team member at a meetup. It is similar to the log line in 
a film project. […] 

LIST OF HYPERLINKED WORDS:	

- be of two minds (about something) - to be uncertain about something, or to find it difficult 
to make a decision eg. Susan is of two minds about accepting the job offer. On the one hand 
the jobs seems to be very interesting, but on the other the salary is pretty low. 

- viable – one that can be done, has a chance to succeed eg. Although your idea is brilliant, it 
is not viable as we have no means to put it to life.  

- persevearance – determination in trying to achieve something difficult eg. His 
hard work and perseverance made him one of the best students at the university. 

- feedback - comments about how well or badly someone has performed, which 
are supposed to help them do it better eg. I always value feedback I get from my students at 
the end of each term. It helps me to improve the content of my language courses.  

- scrap - to decide not to continue with something eg. As the funding was insufficient we 
decided to scrap our plans to develop an innovative VR course.  

- shop something around to - to offer to sell something to various buyers  Tom has 
developed a new application for iOS and he is shopping it round to a few IT companies. 

- ideation - the proces of conceiving new ideas eg. If you are a creative person ideation 
should not be a problem. 

- to be/lie at the heart of something - to be the most important part of something eg. 
The questions of environment protection and climate change are now at the heart of 
the political dispute. 

- variable - something that can change, especialli in an unpredictable way eg. Availability of 
texts on CC licence as well as time limitations caused by work overload are variables that can 
prevent us from finishing the project on time. 

- CrowdTangle – Our platform makes it simple to see who has posted links to your stories 
(or anyone else's). You can even identify the most influential referrers over time and see what 
they're actually saying about each story. [https://www.crowdtangle.com] 

- Chartbeat - Chartbeat, the content intelligence platform for publishers, empowers media 
companies to build loyal audiences with real-time and historical editorial analytics across 
desktop, social, and mobile platforms. Chartbeat helps digital publishing organizations 
understand what, within their content, is keeping people engaged. [https://chartbeat.com] 

- garner - to earn or obtain something valuable, often with difficulty eg. Vital information 
about the Coronavirus has been garnered during the past few days. 



- outcome - the final result of something eg. I would like to know what the outcome of the 
Board meeting was. Please prepare a report and send it to me asap. 

- supplementary – additional eg. In order to make an informed decision we need 
supplementary materials such as annual reports and balance sheets. 

- refine - to improve something by making small changes to it eg. After the course is put 
together we will need some time to refine it  - we want it to be absolutely perfect.. 

- knowledge dump – when you write everything you know during a test or an exam  

- meetup – an informal meeting 

- log line - a short summary of a television program, film, or book that outlines the central 
conflict of the story, often providing both a synopsis of the story's plot, and an emotional 
"hook" to stimulate interest. 

 


